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after thoughts….

Plashes the Fountain 

You prayer -, you blasphemy, you
prayer-sharp knives
of my
silence.
You my words being crippled
together with me, you
my hale ones.
And you:
you, you, you
my later of roses
daily worn true and
more true -;
How much, O how much
world. How many
paths.
You crutch, you wing. We. -
We shall sing the nursery rhyme, that one,
do you hear, that one
with the hu, with the man, with the human being, the
one
with the scrub and with
the pair of eyes that lay ready there as
tear-upon tear.

Paul Celan



.עֶֶרב וָבֶֹקר וְצָהֳַריִם, אָׂשִיחָה וְאֶהֱמֶה;    וַּיִׁשְמַע קֹולִי 

Evening, morning, and noontime, I speak and moan, 
and He hearkened to my voice.

 Psalm 55:18

 אָמַר לֹו, אַף עַל ּגַב ׁשֶֹּלא יָכֹול לְכַּוֵן לִּבֹו ּוְרצֹונֹו, סִּדּור וְׁשֶבַח ׁשֶל ִרּבֹונֹו לָּמָה ׁשֶּיִּגַָרע? אֶּלָא יְסַּדֵר אֶת ׁשֶבַח
 ִרּבֹונֹו אַף עַל ּגַב ׁשֶֹּלא יָכֹול לְכַּוֵן, וְיִתְּפַּלֵל ּתְפּלָתֹו. זֶהּו ׁשֶּכָתּוב ּתְפִּלָה לְָדוִד ׁשִמְעָה ה' צֶֶדק הְַקׁשִיבָה ִרּנָתִי.
ׁשִמְעָה ה' צֶֶדק - ּבַּתְחִּלָה, מִּׁשּום ׁשֶהּוא סִּדּור ׁשֶל ׁשֶבַח ִרּבֹונֹו. וְאַחַר ּכְָ הְַקׁשִיבָה ִרּנָתִי הַאֲזִינָה ּתְפִּלָתִי

Zohar Parshas Vayechi

The minute I heard my first love story,
I started looking for you, not knowing
how blind that was.
Lovers don’t finally meet somewhere.
They’re in each other all along.

RUMI

Vulnerability is not a weakness, a passing indisposition, or something we can arrange to do 
without, vulnerability is not a choice , 
Vulnerability is the underlying, ever present and abiding under-current of our natural state. 
To run from vulnerability is to run from the essence of our nature, the attempt to be invulnerable 
is the vain attempt to be something we are not and most especially, to close off our 
understanding of the grief of others. 
More seriously, refusing our vulnerability we refuse the help needed at every turn of our 
existence and immobilize the essential, tidal and conversational foundations of our identity.
To have a temporary, isolated sense of power over all events and circumstances, is one of the 
privileges and the prime conceits of being human and especially of being youthfully human, but 
a privilege that must be surrendered with that same youth, with ill health, with accident, with the 
loss of loved ones who do not share our untouchable powers; 
powers eventually and most emphatically given up, as we approach our last breath. 
The only choice we have as we mature is how we inhabit our vulnerability, 
how we become larger and more courageous and more compassionate through our intimacy 
with disappearance,  our choice is to inhabit vulnerability as generous citizens of loss, robustly 
and fully, or conversely, as misers and complainers, reluctant, and fearful, always at the gates of 
existence, but never bravely and completely attempting to enter, never wanting to risk 
ourselves, never walking fully through the door              

David Whyte, Poems

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/God_in_Judaism%22%20%5Co%20%22God%20in%20Judaism
http://tools.wmflabs.org/bibleversefinder/?book=Psalm&verse=55:18&src=JPR


Jewish Understanding of Prayer

The origins of modern Jewish prayer were established during the period of the Tannaim, 
"from their traditions, later committed to writing, we learn that the generation of rabbis 
active at the time of the destruction of the Second Temple (70 CE) gave Jewish prayer 
its structure and, in outline form at least, its contents.”[17] This liturgy included the twice-
daily recitation of the Shema, the Amidah, or Shmoneh Esrei, including 18 blessings 
recited several times daily, and the public recitation of the Torah in installments.[17] 

1. According to Talmud  Rabbi Jose b. Hanina, each of the Patriarchs instituted one 
prayer:  Abraham  the morning,  Isaac  the afternoon and  Jacob  the evening 
prayers. This view is supported with Biblical quotes indicating that the Patriarchs 
prayed at the times mentioned. However, even according to this view, the exact 
times of when the services are held, and moreover the entire concept of 
a mussaf service, are still based on the sacrifices.

2. Each service was instituted parallel to a sacrificial act in the Temple in Jerusalem: 
the morning Tamid offering, the afternoon Tamid, and the overnight burning of 
this last offering.

3.  Petitionary prayer was to be framed by praise.1

How should one dress when praying? 

The Talmud (Shabbat 10a) records two contradictory opinions as to what is appropriate 
attire for prayer:
“Rava bar Rav Huna would put on fine shoes when praying, as it says “Prepare yourself 
to meet your God, O Israel” (Amos 4:12). But Rava would remove his cloak, clasp his 
hands together, and pray like a servant before his master.”
Which approach is correct? Should we wear fine, formal attire when praying, or adopt 
the simple and humble demeanor of a lowly servant?

 Shulchan Aruch 51:1. Rambam (tefilah 7:12) bases it on Shabbat 118b that one should say tehilim of Hashem’s 1

praise daily. Rif and Rosh Brachot 5, learn it from Brachot 32a that a person should prepare praise before his 
requests. Tosfot Brachot 46a, Pesachim 104b state that since there is a bracha it must ben established by rabbis 
and not is not just a minhag. The Pri Chadash 51 writes that it is an establishment of the Geonim against the Birkei 
Yosef 51:1 who quotes Tur who quotes Sefer Hayecholet that Yishmael ben Elisha Cohen Gadol wrote Baruch 
Sh'amar and the mentioning of it in the Yerushalmi and Zohar.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tannaim%22%20%5Co%20%22Tannaim
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_prayer%22%20%5Cl%20%22cite_note-Overview:_History_of_Jewish_Prayer-17
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amidah%22%20%5Co%20%22Amidah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torah_reading%22%20%5Co%20%22Torah%20reading
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_prayer%22%20%5Cl%20%22cite_note-Overview:_History_of_Jewish_Prayer-17
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jose_b._Hanina%22%20%5Co%20%22Jose%20b.%20Hanina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patriarchs_(Bible)%22%20%5Co%20%22Patriarchs%20(Bible)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham%22%20%5Co%20%22Abraham
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac%22%20%5Co%20%22Isaac
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob%22%20%5Co%20%22Jacob
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temple_in_Jerusalem%22%20%5Co%20%22Temple%20in%20Jerusalem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korban%22%20%5Co%20%22Korban


Awe and Love

The divergent approaches of these two scholars reflect the two basic types of prayer. 
Prayers are either Bakashot, petitions and requests, or Shevach, songs and praises of 
God. Each type of prayer projects a certain image and influences the soul accordingly.

When we pray for God’s assistance, we are clearly aware of our deficiencies and 
limitations. God is our pillar, supplying our needs and sustaining life; we depend upon 
His constant kindness and mercy. When we present our requests in prayer, we are like 
a servant petitioning his master. Rava would emphasize this humble demeanor by 
removing his cloak, a source of honor and respect, before praying. We have no reason 
to be proud of our material state, lacking and inadequate. Furthermore, Rava would 
clasp his arms together, indicating his helplessness, his state of defenselessness and 
dependence on God’s mercy.

Thus Rava emphasized the aspect of prayer that corresponds to Yirah, the awe and 
reverence of a self-effacing servant before his master. 

Rava bar Rav Huna, on the other hand, stressed prayer as an expression of Ahavah, 
our love for God. He conducted his prayers in the manner of a loving and favorite son, 
proudly wearing his finest clothing before his father.

As we sing God’s praises and acknowledge His greatness, the soul is uplifted. We are 
made aware of the soul’s lofty potential, and the soul becomes more receptive to inquire 
into the truth of its Maker. While we plumb the depths of wisdom and knowledge, 
pondering God’s infinity and greatness, our Divine service is based on love. This in turn 
refines our desires and elevates our actions.

Infinite Potential

The approach of Ahavah, however, requires caution with regard to one particular pitfall. 
An individual might mistakenly believe that he has already reached such a high spiritual 
level that it is no longer necessary to be watchful regarding his detailed conduct. In his 
mind, minor acts only serve to inculcate proper traits and correct beliefs — which he has 
already acquired.

Therefore Rava bar Rav Huna quoted the verse, “Prepare yourself to meet your God, O 
Israel.” Why did the prophet exhort us to constantly prepare? The verse’s underlining 
message is the infinite potential of the soul for spiritual growth. No matter what level one 
has attained, it is necessary to prepare for an even higher level. And one must always 
guard against the increasing danger of falling from one’s spiritual state — “The greater 
the person, the greater his evil inclination” (Sukkah 52a).

Rava bar Rav Huna would take care to dress in fine clothing when praying. Wearing 
special clothes raises awareness of the nobility of the soul as it sings God’s praise. But 
the scholar particularly emphasized his footwear. He wanted to show that even the 



lowest, most trivial act requires thought and consideration. All of our deeds should 
match the elevated level of the soul. As King Solomon warned, “Watch your feet when 
you go to the house of God” (Ecclesiastes 4:17). When you elevate yourself in Divine 
service based on Ahavah, “watch your feet” — watch out for any misdeed, even the 
most insignificant, for the ultimate goal is to prepare oneself before God.

Hassidism and the Pauline revolution

Behind the thought of all branches of Hasidism,  an idea applied especially to the life of 2

prayer. This is the hasidic doctrine, resembling ideas found among the mystics of world 
religions other than Judaism, of « self-annihilation ». In its hasidic version the doctrine 
runs that beneath and beyond the multiplicity and divisions of things and events in the 
material universe, indeed, in all spiritual worlds as well, there is only the divine unity. 
This alone constitutes true reality. All the rest is no doubt real enough so far as 
creatures are concerned, but from God's point of view, as it were, neither the universe 
nor the creatures who inhabit the universe enjoy true existence. The hasidic philosophy 
has frequently been called « pantheistic ». A more accurate name would be « 
panentheistic », i.e. the doctrine that all is in God and that nothing exists apart from him, 
or, in the way some of the hasidic masters prefer to put it, « all is embraced by his 
blessed unity ».

Granted such a view of the universe in its relation to God, the special task of man, in 
another hasidic metaphor, is to strip away the veils behind which God is concealed to 
see only the divine vitality infusing all. Especially at the time of prayer the hasid is 
expected to lose himself in wonder at the glory and majesty of God, so that for the 
hasidim all prayer is essentially an exercise in self-transcendence.3

Prayer of Petition

The doctrine gave rise to a problem that was exceedingly acute for the hasidim. The 
standard Jewish liturgy which the hasidim, as Orthodox Jews, were bound to follow, 
contains, in addition to prayers of adoration, prayers of petition. The hasidim were not 
bothered by the philosophical difficulty in the whole idea of petitionary prayer — does 
God need to be reminded to satisfy our needs? For them the more profound problem 
was that petitionary prayer, by its nature calling man's attention to the ego and its 
requirements, whether spiritual or material, seems to defeat the true aim of all prayer, 
the losing of self before the effulgence of the divine glory. How can the hasid use his 
prayers to attain to self-annihilation when the very prayers themselves act as a barrier 
by interposing the clamor of the self begging to be sated? How can a man sincerely ask 
that he be granted health or wisdom or riches or forgiveness when the life of prayer, as 
understood by Hasidism, demands nothing less than the total abandonment of the « I 

 for more see: Louis Jacobs: http://www.notredamedesion.org/en/dialogue_docs.php?a=3b&id=11462

 See Louis Jacobs “Hassidic Prayer” op cit3

http://www.notredamedesion.org/en/dialogue_docs.php?a=3b&id=1146


»? Despite Buber, Hasidism teaches the exact opposite of the « I and Thou » 
relationship. The ideal is only reached when there is no « I » only « Thou ».

The hasidic solution is that petitionary prayer is not at all for the sake of man but 
ultimately for the sake of God. The hasid asks for his needs to be satisfied not for 
himself but because it is God's desire that his grace should flow through all creation, 
since it belongs to the essential nature of the All-good to benefit his creatures. The 
Divine Presence, the Shekhinah, is lacking whenever man suffers, and the hasid's 
prayer for his needs and those of others to be satisfied is really for the lack of the 
Shekhinah to be no more. 

This explains why in the mystical ascent of the soul in prayer as practiced by some of 
the hasidic masters, including the Ba'al Shem Tov himself, the words of the prayers 
are eventually forgotten entirely. Having served their purpose of bringing the 
worshipper face to face with his God, the liturgical ladder can be pushed aside as no 
longer relevant. It also goes a long way towards explaining why the early hasidim, at 
times other than those of the statutory prayers, engaged in a quietistic waiting on the 
spirit, so much so that the accusation was made of them by their rabbinic 
opponents that they were influenced by the practices of Christian groups like the 
Quakers.

 ‘Rabbi Israel Baal Shem, on whom be peace, said: When a man is drowning in a river 
and gesticulates while in the water that people should save him from the waters which 
threaten to sweep him away, the observers will certainly not laugh at him and his 
gestures. So, too, one should not pour scorn on a man who makes gestures while he 
prays for he is trying to save himself from the waters of presumption, namely, from the 
‘shells’ and strange thoughts which attempt to prevent him from having his mind on his 
prayers.’
 
‘The soul declared to the rabbi, may his memory be for a blessing for the life of the 
world to come, that the reason why the supernal matters were revealed to him was not 
because he had studied many talmudic tractates and codes of law but because of 
his prayer. For at all times he recited his prayers with great concentration. It was as a 
result of this that he attained to an elevated state.’


‘Contemplative prayer became the spiritual message par excellence of Hasidism. A 
Hasid who did not pray with the aim of divesting himself of corporeality, detaching 
himself from this world, and rising above nature and time in order to attain complete 
union with the divine ‘Nothing’, had not really achieved anything of spiritual value.’




In another passage  R. Kalonymus Kalman, commenting on Jacob’s dream, notes that 4

a midrash reads homiletically that Jacob awoke from his learning (mi-mishnato, instead 
of mi-shenato, ‘his sleep’). 


The midrash, of course, suggests that Jacob saw his vision of the divine because he 
was learned in the Torah. But R. Kalonymus Kalman boldly turns the midrash on its 
head to suggest that, on the contrary, once Jacob had experienced true prayer he saw 
that his learning was only a dream insofar as he had imagined that by it he could 
come to love God. Jacob, remarks our author, had hitherto known only that man can 
draw near to God through the study of the Torah. Now however he could reach God 
through contemplative prayer.


When, however, he prayed to God in the place of his dream, he experienced such a 
powerful feeling of nearness to God that he came to realize that the true awakening of 
the spirit is through prayer alone. 


Jacob, speaking of prayer, then declared, ‘Surely the Lord is in this place; and I knew it 
not.’ After remarking that both Torah study and prayer are essential and that one 
without the other is inadequate, R. Kalonymus Kalman goes on to say that a man 
cannot perfect his soul by the study of the Torah alone. 


The hasidic attitude towards prayer and the reason for the significance of prayer in 
hasidic thought cannot be understood without reference to the basic hasidic idea of 
devekut, attachment to God. 
5

This doctrine means that ideally man should always have God in his thoughts, seeing 
beneath appearances only the divine vitality which infuses all things. For Hasidism, 
though with varying emphases, the only true reality is God. The material world, and, for 
that matter, the ‘upper worlds’ as well, only seem to enjoy reality. They are a kind of 
screen, which hides God from human eyes, but through which He can be seen if man’s 
spiritual gaze is properly directed. The mystic can learn to restore all things to their 
Source and to see only the infinite, divine power as this is manifested in creation. This 
is the hasidic doctrine of panentheism, that all is in God. 


  Maor va-shemesh, va-yetze, to Gen. 28: 16-17, p. 30b. The Midrash quoted is in the Yalkut to Gen. 28: 16.4

 Devekut, or Communion with God’ and reprinted in Scholem’s The Messianic Idea in Judaism (New York, 1971), pp. 5

203-27, 



The mystic is expected to attain to the state described in hasidic thought as bittul ha-
yesh, ‘the annihilation of something-ness’, that is an awareness that God alone is true 
reality and that all finite things are, as it were, dissolved in His unity. Bittul ha-yesh 
includes the annihilation of selfhood, the soul soaring to God with the ego left behind. 
This attitude is especially to be cultivated at the time of prayer, so that in Hasidism 
prayer is essentially an exercise in world-forsaking and abandonment of self. 
6

Most would acknowledge the universality of the primacy mysticism gives to 
becoming closer with the divine. This primacy is expressed as a burning desire, a 
deep yearning for which words are not sufficient to adequately express. 
Something else I’ve noticed is that, not only have both Judaism and Islam 
developed mystic traditions with practices solely for the purpose of achieving this 
closeness, this intimacy, both traditions use storytelling, poetry, and metaphor. 
They compare the desire for intimacy with the divine to the human desires for 
other types of intimacy (platonic, familial, romantic, sexual, etc.), while at the 
same time interpreting their respective scriptures and the values thereof.  

Silence is associated with the sefirah of Keser / Crown, which transcends 
creation. This is the kabbalistic meaning of the Mishnah, “Silence is a fence for 
wisdom” (Avos 3:13). Like a fence, Keser / Crown “surrounds” the sefirah of 
Chokhmah / Wisdom from which the rest of the array of sefiros devolve (Likkutei 
Moharan 6:5, 15). Thus, through silence one can connect to the level of Keser / 
Crown, which is beyond all form and division – and beyond words.

The Baal Shem Tov, cited by Rabbi Aharon of Zhelikhov , in which prayer is 7

compared to a pearl-diver in the “Sea of Oneness” and is cautioned not to remain 
submerged in a state of bliss but to collect the “pearls,” which are the words of 
prayer.

 God showed Moses a future vision of the martyrdom of the saintly Rabbi Akiva at the 
hands of the Romans, which prompted Moses to ask, ‘This is the Torah, and this is its 
reward?] God answered, ‘Be silent! Thus it arose in thought…’ (Menachos 29b).

This notion fo silence comes at the price of theodicy or the questioning of divine 
goodness and mercy in the face of demonic evil. Our age of technology has seen more 
blood shed than in the history of mankind and more killing in the name of god than ever 
before. Where does prayer fit into this theology of silence?

 Louis Jacobs:  http://louisjacobs.org/articles/the-nature-of-hasidic-prayer-i/6

 in Ohr Ha-Gannuz Le-Tzaddikim, Mattos.7



For me as a child of a Holocaust survivor
born a mere 5 years after the Tremendum
that decimated a their of my people
and forced the ultimate debate on theodicy…
What does prayer mean in the first place after such ethnic trauma?
What does silent prayer mean?

For me the crisis in prayer comes about from the dissonance between the received 
tradition and classical philosophical notions of the divine (theodicy) and the resultant 
contemporary crisis of faith. Prayer is the very hallmark of the crisis (upon which all 
other rituals might be able to “slide under the rug” of tradition in a behavioral mythical  
manner whereas prayer demands the doctrinal and theological I-Thou Buberian basis 
for the posture,)….it demands speech-acts that presume a relationship with the divine in 
what Rabbi Jonathan Sacks keeps on reminding us, in a covenantal community.8

One cannot avoid the crisis when it comes to prayer. Either you believe in a Higher 
Power or you don’t. Either you believe He can save or not.

So the notion of prayer and even the notion of silent prayer require a prior theological 
belief.

Maybe we can turn it around?

Is it possible to engage in prayer without any prior doctrine the way Paul Celan did in his 
Psalm to nobody or his Das Niemandsrose? Does prayer insist on doctrine?

Or can we evoke the poets like John Updike in his “End Notes” poetry just before he 
died? and Wiesel’s notion of prayer:

Pray to God. 
Against God, 
For God . . . . 
Ani maamin for him 
In spite of him. 
I believe in you, 
Even against your will. 
Even if you punish me  
For believing in you.9

 His writings are based mainly on the theology of Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik8

  Ani Maamin: A Song Lost and Found Again, Elie Wiesel9



or his contemplation:

Through prayer God becomes present. Better: God becomes presence. And 
everything becomes possible and meaningful: here the Supreme Judge, here the 
Father of humanity, leaves his celestial throne to live and move among His human 
creatures. And, in turn, here the soul transported by its prayer leaves its abode 
and rises to heaven. The substance of language, and the language of silence--that 
is what prayer is.10

I no longer ask you for either happiness or paradise; all I ask of You is to listen and let 
me be aware of Your listening. 
 
I no longer ask You to resolve my questions, only to receive them and make them part 
of You.  
 
I no longer ask You for either rest or wisdom, I only ask You not to close me to gratitude, 
be it of the most trivial kind, or to surprise and friendship. Love? Love is not Yours to 
give. 
 
As for my enemies, I do not ask You to punish them or even to enlighten them; I only 
ask You not to lend them Your mask and Your powers. If You must relinquish one or the 
other, give them Your powers. But not Your countenance. 
 
They are modest, my requests, and humble. I ask You what I might ask a stranger met 
by chance at twilight in a barren land. 
 
I ask you, God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, to enable me to pronounce these words 
without betraying the child that transmitted them to me: God of Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob, enable me to forgive You and enable the child I once was to forgive me too. 
 
I no longer ask You for the life of that child, nor even for his faith. I only beg You to listen 
to him and act in such a way that You and I can listen to him together.11

My life has been one theological crisis of faith, I have not reached any peace of mind on 
the subject. Born five years after the Holocaust, my entire being is predicated on the 
unconscious betrayal of my father as he left the train station in Vienna that fateful day in 
1939, waving goodbye to his parents and sister (who refused to leave them). That 
adolescent boy would forever question his “betrayal/survival” in an unconscious guilt 
that genetically engineered my spirituality. My very being is dependent upon this 
betrayal!

Paroles d’étranger, Elie Wiesel10

  One Generation After (1971), Elie Wiesel11



My theological trajectory has been a movement from the traditional based texts towards 
a mystical understanding of the divine and a post denominational post modern post 
critical and post Halachic Judaism. As long as we focus on pre modern texts alone 
without due consideration of the crisis at hand we will live in the past not the present. It 
is so comforting to sit in the study halls of the Yeshiva world, a luxury I for one, cannot 
afford theologically. I owe it to my children to struggle and live the crisis authentically 
and true to the memory of the grandparents I never knew. 

The modern enlightenment, ending in the flames of Auschwitz has called everything into 
question and so too my trajectory has become an ever demythologizing of the myth of 
my tradition in light of the tremendum and the absent divine. Can we reconstruct a 
semblance of the purity and simple faith of the Baal Shem Tov as interpreted by such 
charismatic Rabbis as Shlomo Carlebach who was a talmudic scholar of the first order 
and a practicing observant Halachic Jew all his life, nevertheless was tormented by the 
world he left behind in ashes.

Simone Weil as heretical theologian

Weil turns to attention as the counterpoint to graceless will — where the will contracts 
the spirit, she argues, attention expands it:

Attention, taken to its highest degree, is the same thing as prayer. It presupposes faith 
and love.

Absolutely unmixed attention is prayer.

If we turn our mind toward the good, it is impossible that little by little the whole soul will 
not be attracted thereto in spite of itself.

Gravity and Grace is one of the most spiritually nourishing texts ever published. 

Affliction As A Necessary Component of Divine Love
                 

Simone Weil describes affliction as a necessary component of Divine Love. Weil draws 
an analogy between friendship and Divine Love, that highlights her ideas in relation to 
affliction. Friendship is described as having two forms:

'...meeting and separation. Both of them contain some good, and this good of 
friendship is unique, for when two beings who are not friends are near each other,  
there is no meeting, and when friends are far apart there is no separation. As both  
forms contain the same good thing, they are both equally good.'

Similarly, in God's love there is infinite nearness and infinite distance. Lovers/friends are 
described as being desirous of becoming  one, and also that their union would not 



diminish even if great distance were between them. Even though painful, for those who 
love, separation is good because it is love. Weil illuminates what affliction is, within the 
context of the two forms of friendship:

'God can never be perfectly present to us here below on account of our flesh. 
 
But he can be almost perfectly absent from us in extreme affliction.' 
 
As a result, joy and suffering are two equally  precious gifts, and parallel a person's 
being infinitely close to or distant from the Divine. This universe in which humanity lives, 
is the distance created by God's love. God has provided that:

'when His grace penetrates to the very center of a man and from there  
illuminates all his being, he is able to walk on the water without violating  
the laws of nature.'12

In the writings of the maddening (and anti-semitic) writer I found hints of kabbalistic 
threads running through her catholic writings. I found solace that if (and it is a big if) I 
were to reconstruct and rehabilitate any notion of theodicy, it might find some comfort in 
her writing.

   The Love of God and Affliction - by Simone Weil12


